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QUESTIONS:   
Call SSWSC 970-879-0695       
Event Coordinator:   
Kelly Beauregard 970-846-7695 

 

2024 Wednesday Night Jump Information 

DATES:   January 3 
  January 17  
  February 7 
  February 14 

 

WHO:   Open to all kids 8-13 years old (born in 2010-2015) 
Note:  Skis only – no snowboards; HARDSHELL OVER-EAR HELMETS ARE REQUIRED; NO EXCEPTIONS 

 

COST:   FREE! The Hitchens Brothers and Nordic Excavating generously pick up the tab!! 

WHERE:  Howelsen Hill on the HS20, HS30, and HS45 jump hills. 

REGISTRATION: Registration for athletes actively enrolled in an SSWSC jump program will be handled by coaches. 
Registration for others needs to be completed online via the SSWSC.org/events/wednesday-night-jump 
website by 5:00 pm on Tuesday prior to the event. Walk-in registrations are not accepted. 

 
SCHEDULE:    Age Age Class Athletes Training Competition 
 Birth year Class Hill  Arrive  (one jump) (two jumps) Awards 

2014-2015 U10 HS20  4:00 pm 4:30 pm 5:00-6:00 pm 6:05 pm 
2012-2013 U12 HS30  5:30 pm 6:00 pm 6:15-6:45 pm 6:50 pm 
2010-2011 U14 HS45  6:15 pm 6:45 pm 7:00-7:30 pm 7:35 pm 
Note: Participants who jump on a smaller hill than their Age Class Hill, please adhere to the schedule for 
the smaller hill. 

LODGE USAGE:  The Lodge at Howelsen Hill will not be used (with the exception of competition officials).  
Please plan to be outside for the duration of the competition. 
 

SCORING AND AWARDS 
Award classes (separate awards for male and female): 
Hill Size  Birth Year Ski Type Award Class 
HS20  2014-2015 Nordic  U10 Nordic 
HS20  2014-2015 Alpine  U10 Alpine 
HS20  2010-2013 Nordic  HS20 Open Nordic 
HS20  2010-2013 Alpine  HS20 Open Alpine 
HS30  2012-2013 Nordic  U12 Nordic 
HS30  2012-2013 Alpine  U12 Alpine 
HS30  2010-2011 Nordic  HS30 Open Nordic 
HS30  2010-2011 Alpine  U14 Alpine 
HS45  2010-2011 Nordic  U14 Nordic 
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Ribbons will be given for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place in each class and gender category. These will be presented to the winners 
at the base of the jump hill after jumping on that hill is completed on the night of the competition. 

Scoring for alpine skiers will be based on distance only. Their two distances will be combined for their final night's score. 
Nordic jumpers are scored based on distance as well as style, and their two jumps are likewise combined for their final 
night's score. 

End-of-Series Championship awards will be given for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place in each class and gender category. Athletes 
who have jumped three nights on a single hill are eligible for an award. The athlete’s score will be the sum of their best 
three nights’ results on a single hill. The ceremony is TBD. 

Results will be posted to the SSWSC.org/events/wednesday-night-jump website. Results may also be published in the 
Steamboat Pilot & Today. 

Frequently Asked Questions 
Can our parents just drop us off and leave, or do you need their help? 
Volunteers are needed to help run the Wednesday Night Jump events. Simply sign onto your SSWSC club account, click 
the volunteer tab and select Wednesday Night Jump to view the available positions and sign up. By volunteering via your 
club login, your work deposit hours will be credited to your account. If you are dropping and picking up, please abide by 
the age class times as coaches are on the hill and not available for supervision outside of age class jumping times. 

I'm 11, which makes me a U12, on the HS30 hill but I'm new to the program this year. Can I jump the HS20 instead and 
still compete? 
Yes, there are a number of kids just like you, so we've created two special, unofficial-so-to-speak classes so that you can 
still compete for awards. Your coach will let the registrar know this and you'll be placed in the HS20 open class. An 
inexperienced U14 could likewise ask to be moved down to the HS30 open. 

I'm a 9-year-old U10, which puts me on the HS20 hill, but I've been doing this a while and I'd rather compete on the 
HS30. Can I do that? 
During this season, you must compete on the designated hill for your age class. While it is possible to jump down on a 
smaller hill, it is not possible to jump up on a larger hill. 

Can I jump two different hills on the same night within my age class? If I’m a U12, can I jump first on the HS20 in the 
open class and then jump on the HS30 with my teammates? 
No. You must choose one hill to stay on for the night. Your two jumps’ scores on that one hill will be totaled for your 
final night’s score. 
 
Can I jump different hills on different nights within my age class? If I start out in the HS20 open class until I got the 
hang of things can I then move up to the HS30 with the other 10 and 11 year-olds? 
Yes, but to be a contender for the end-of-series championship you will need to have jumped on the same hill 3 out of 
the 4 competitions because the championships are based on an accumulation of points on the same hill. 
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